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O’ Lord, our Lord, How excellent is your name in all the earth, 
Who have set your glory above the heavens! 

Psalm 8:1 

 
For most people, the word “excellent” is the key word in this verse for they recognize that something 
of excellence stands out as Eminently Good or First Class.   
 
Let’s take handbags for example.  If I were to ask you, who is the most excellent designer of 
handbags? Immediately some would say: Fendi~The Italian Designer known for excellent 
craftsmanship, creativity and eye-catching accessories.  Others would argue that is has to be Louie 
Vitton~ The iconic French Designer who is a symbol of luxury and fine taste in exquisite leather 
goods. Still, shouts of Marc Jacobs would ring out~ for this American Designer is now considered one 
of the most important fashion designers in the entire world and, we would no doubt hear, Channel~ 
the crème de la cream of a flawless approach to chic and classic elegance.  But while the designers 
mentioned above are indeed excellent; I have a problem identifying who is the Most Excellent; for 
excellency is relative and based in the eye of the beholder.   
 
This leads me to conclude that the key word in Psalm 8a is not “excellent” but “all”, for the name of 
the Lord is excellent in ALL the earth, and unlike our handbag designers, the name of The Lord has no 
geographic rivals; for, there’s no other name that compares or competes with the name of the Lord.  
Bible Scholars have cited over 700 titles or names for Jesus in the Bible.  Here are but a few that solidify 
his Excellency for me. 
 
 

Advocate                                      1John 2:1                           Lamb of God        John 1:29        
The Resurrection & The Life      John 11:25                         Good Shepherd   John 10:11  
Lord of Lords                               1Timothy 6:15                   Master                   Matthew 8:19 
High Priest                                    Hebrews 6:20                   Son of Man            Matthew 20:28 
Light of the World                        John 8:12                          Bread of Life        John 6:35 
Servant                                          Matthew 12:18                  The Word             John 1:1 
Holy One                                       Mark 1:24                           Prophet                Matthew 21:11 
Alpha & Omega                            Revelation 22:13               I AM                      John 8:58 
Redeemer                                     Job 19:25                           Savior                   John 4:42 
Wonderful Counselor                  Isaiah 9:6                           The Amen             Revelation 3:14   
 
What assures me that ALL is the key word in Psalm 8:1?  
It is because of the 700 Titles and Names for Jesus, believers from Italy to France to America to all 
over the world, can each choose 20 different names that represent his Excellency for them and we 
would still be talking about the SAME EXCELLENT NAME; for, the name of the Lord is Excellent in 
ALL the earth. And…ALL means ALL! 
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